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Abstract: An arithmetic and logical unit is
the most important unit in any processing
system. ALU finds its utility in digital
system, microprocessor, microcontroller,
DSP, and, communication system. In this
paper we have implemented an ALU and
have made it fault detection capable using a
very simple process known as Ad-hoc
testing process. Altera Quartus II.0
simulator has been used and implementation
has
been
done
using
CPLD
EPM7128SLC84-15.
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1.1 Introduction
Even the simplest microprocessors or central
processing unit (CPU) of a computer has an
arithmetic logic unit (ALU). ALU is a
digital circuit that performs many arithmetic
and logic operations. The purpose of using
ALU for handling short but yet frequent
computational operations is to speed up
computer processor and increase efficiency.
Thus, ALU must be designed to perform
micro operations. A micro operation is an
elementary operation performed with the
data stored in registers. Complex operations
can be implemented but will result in an
expensive ALU that will dissipate power as
well as space of the processor.

Fig.1.1A typical schematic symbol for an ALU:
X&Y are the data (registers): R is the output; F is the
operand (instructions) from the central unit; D is an
output status.

The
number
of
micro
operations
implemented in an ALU affects the number
of selections signals required. If we have 2m
micro operations we will need m select
inputs from control unit. The word size of
the ALU must confirm to the word size of
the digital circuit. Block diagram of an ALU
is given in figure 1.2.
1.1.1 Ad-hoc Process
Ad hoc testing is a commonly used term for
software testing performed without planning
and documentation (but can be applied to
early scientific experimental studies).The
tests are intended to be run only once, unless
a defect is discovered. Ad hoc testing is the
least formal test method. As such, it has
been criticized because it is not structured
and hence defects found using this method
may be harder to reproduce (since there are
no written test cases) [6]. However, the
strength of ad hoc testing is that important
defects can be found quickly.It is performed
by improvisation: the tester seeks to find
bugs by any means that seem appropriate
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[6]. Ad hoc testing can be seenn as a lightt
version of
o error gueessing, whicch itself is a
light verssion of explo
oratory testinng.

inputt [3:0] a,b ;
inputtcin ;
inputt [2:0] ctl ;
case ( ctl )
3'b0000: alu_out=inccr(a);// Increm
ment data on porrt a
3'b001: alu_out=deecr(a);// Decrem
ment data on port
p a
3'b0110: alu_out=adddrc(a,b,cin);// ADD with CA
ARRY
3'b0111: alu_out= grrtr(a,b); //Greaater of a and b
3'b1000: alu_out= sm
mlr(a,b); //Smaaller of a and b
defauult : begin
alu_ouut=8'bxxxxxxxxx;
endd
endcase
endfuunction

F
Figure
1.2 One stage of 4-bit ALU

1.2 Working and Descrip
ption
The first aim is to deesign a 4-bit ALU whichh
is execuuting 5 diffeerent operattions whosee
sequencee is based on
o a controol signal. A
Verilog code is sho
own below for modulee
ALU.
modulealu(a,b,cin,alu,carrry,ctl);
input [3:0] a,b;
// po
ort A,B
input cin ;
// carry
y input from caarry flag
register
output [6:00] alu;
// th
he result
output carrry;
// carrry output
input [2:0] ctl ;
// fun
nctionality conttrol for ALU
wire [7:0] result;
// ALU
A
result

ment,
Figuure 1.3 Verilogg codes for Incrrement, Decrem
A
Addition
with carry,
c
Greater thhan and less thhan
operations

3inpputs a, b, cinn are 4 bits, control
c
inputt ctl is
3 bitt input and output alu is a 7 bit outputt. The
inpuut and output waveforms foor these operaations
havee been shownn below usinng Altera Quuartus
II.0 version 5.0. Version 5.0 has been sellected
becaause it supporrts the CPLD EPM7128SL
LC8415.

assign resuult = alu_out(a,,b,cin,ctl);
assignalu = result[6:0];
assign carrry = result[7] ;
function [77:0] alu_out;
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Figure 1.4 I/O waveform of ‘less than’ operation

Figure 1.7Decrement ‘a’ simulation result

Figure 1.8 I/O waveform of Add with carry operation

Figure 1.5 Increment ‘a’ simulation result

Figure 1.6 Greater than operation simulation result

The second step is now to implement a
faulty ALU. We are introducing a fault in
one function. We are introducing Stuck at
Zero fault in Smaller than function. This
means that when Smaller Than function is
executed, whatever input is less, it will be
generated at the output, but, since, we have
stuck the output pin to zero, the Smaller
Than function will not be executed. The
input and output waveforms have been
shown along with the faulty function.

Figure 1.9 Code showing that smaller function has
been set to stuck-at-0 fault
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simulation has been performed using Altera
Quartus II.

Figure 1.10 I/O waveform of a faulty ALU system

Now the Ad-hoc process has to be
implemented for making this ALU fault
detection enabled, which means that the
fault that we have introduced must be
detected otherwise a false output will be
executed. For this purpose we are
XORingthe ALU and faulty ALU. The
concept being that, the output of XOR is 0 if
the inputs are same and 1 if the outputs are
different. If ALU and Faulty ALU’s outputs
will be same the output will be zero. But
since, we have introduced a fault the output
has to be 1. This is shown in the figure
below. The RTL view for this circuit has
been shown below.

Figure 1.11 ALU and Faulty ALU has been XORed
to check for faulty output

The input and output waveforms for this
circuit has been shown below. The

Figure 1.12 I/O waveforms showing a 1 at the output,
which shows that there is a fault in the output.

This shows that our ALU can detect the fault
present. The final process is to check the
operation using CPLD.

Figure 1.13 Overview of interfacing the Software
with Hardware, i.e., downloading the module on
CPLD machine

We are using a CPLD of Max 7000S series,
EPM7128SLC84-15.
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Figure 1.15Daughter board of CPLD
EPM7128SLC84-15

Figure 1.13 Prototype board of CPLD
EPM7128SLC84-15

The operation has been verified using CPLD
also.

Figure 1.16I/P and O/P LEDs response of CPLD to a
given ALU operation execution

1.3 Conclusion

Figure 1.14Pin planner of CPLD EPM7128SLC84-15

The 4-bit ALU has been implemented using
CPLD and simulation result has been
verified using Altera Quartus. XOR logic
has been implemented to check the working
of ALU comparing with a 4 bit faulty ALU.
Ad-hoc process has been used to test the
Built-In Self-Test capability of ALU. A total
of 5 functions has been performed.
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1.4 Future Scope
 The ALU can be further enhanced
with the design of Control Unit to
function as microprocessor.
 More
functionality
can
be
implemented in future by increasing
the number of bits of CTL input.
 Other than Ad-hoc process for
testing, Scan methods can also be
implemented.
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